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MUNICH

Munich ZooMunich Zoo
Hellabrunn is not a zoo in the classical sense. It is more of a nature preserve within the land-

scape conservation area of the Isar meadows inhabited by animals that live in especially 
large, structured enclosures. Thanks to an extensive array of ditches and a natural landscape 
design, the visitor can enjoy the wonderful and unobstructed view of animals that could nor-

mally only be obtained on safari.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/hellabrunn-zoo

Cavalluna Park Horse-Theme-Park Munich Cavalluna Park Horse-Theme-Park Munich 
Hoofbeats, snorting and the smell of hourses – everything here is about the fascination of horses! Get 
on an exciting journey of discovery with your children. Leave everyday life behind for a few hours and 
explore our various theme pavillions and attractions. 
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/cavalluna

ZUGSPITZE

Childrens land - big fun for little snow bunniesChildrens land - big fun for little snow bunnies
It‘s the little guys and girls who call the tune on the slopes of Hausberg in the Garmisch-Classic area. 
Runs that are perfect for beginners and Kinderland with numerous attractions provide all kinds of fun 
and let children get to know the fascination of snow by playing.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/winter-kinderland

Pleasure adventure trail - for little feet and curious mindsPleasure adventure trail - for little feet and curious minds
At the Garmisch-Classic area 18 child friendly stations along the well maintained trail bring the “Stone 
Kingdom” of the giants in the alpine peaks to life. Little mountain lovers can stand in the giant’s foot-
prints, sniff the scent of the mountains and feel like a real giant on the throne of stone.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/erlebnissweg

HOHENSCHWANGAU CASTLE & MUSEUM OF THE BAVARIAN KINGS

Children tours through the museum of the Bavarian KingsChildren tours through the museum of the Bavarian Kings
For little princes and princesses we organize children tours. The children get a costume and

a crown and stroll around the museum.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/bavarian-kings

INNSBRUCK

Alpine ZooAlpine Zoo
Visit Europe’s highest altitude zoo with a complete collection of alpine animals such as bears,

wolves or eagles.
Find out more: www.alpenzoo.at 

Mountain CartsMountain Carts
Take the mountain carts down from the Mutterer Alm mountain hut after enjoying a day full of fun at 
the forest playground, tree houses and water playgrounds.
Find out more: www.muttereralm.at/en

Customized Travel Offers - Family
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SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL WORLDS

Playtower & Playground Playtower & Playground 
The playtower and playground foster the widest range of play experiences for children of all ages 

both outdoor and indoor on four different levels.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/playtower-playground

SALT MINE BERCHTESGADEN

Haus der BergeHaus der Berge
The National Park center »Haus der Berge« in Berchtesgaden is far more than just a museum:

It combines Information Centre, Educational Centre and Outdoor Area to create a harmonious triad.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/haus-berge

SALZBURG

Salzburg Marionette TheaterSalzburg Marionette Theater
With a history that goes back more than 100 years, the Salzburg Marionette Theater is an institution 
with a rich tradition. At this opera house in miniature, the works in their repertoire are performed just 
like full-scale operas.
Find out more: https://www.marionetten.at/ 

Hellbrunn Palace & Trick FountainsHellbrunn Palace & Trick Fountains
For more than 400 years, Hellbrunn Palace has enchanted and amazed its visitors with its trick
fountains. A unique experience with all kinds of surprises in store!
Find out more: https://www.hellbrunn.at/
 

KULTURGUT AG

Carriage rideCarriage ride
Take a carriage to explore the Bavarian Versailles after a nice boat tour to the island of
Herrenchiemsee.
Find out more: https://tinyurl.com/carriage-ride


